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Abstract
Some explanations in social science, psychology and biology belong to a
higher level than other explanations. And higher explanations possess the
virtue of abstracting away from the details of lower explanations, many philosophers argue. As a result, these higher explanations are irreplaceable. And
this suggests that there are genuine higher laws or patterns involving social,
psychological and biological states. I show that this ‘abstractness argument’
is really an argument schema, not a single argument. This is because the argument uses the ‘is lower than’ relation, and this relation admits of diﬀerent
readings. I then suggest four rigorous deﬁnitions of the ‘is lower than’ relation, and show that the abstractness argument’s prospects are much brighter
for some of these deﬁnitions than for others. To show this, I evaluate the
so-called ‘disjunctive threat’ to the abstractness argument.

Some explanations belong to a higher level than others. To a very rough approximation, psychological explanations are typically higher than physiological
ones, for example; but psychological explanations are typically lower than social
ones. And so, for any explanation that correctly explains why a phenomenon occurred, one can ask: is there some lower explanation that also correctly explains
the phenomenon? And, if there is, can this lower explanation replace the higher
explanation? And by ‘replace’ I mean: the higher explanation provides no understanding (of why the phenomenon occurred) over and above the understanding of
it that the lower explanation provides.
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In practice, philosophers agree that the answer is often that the higher explanation in question can’t be replaced. Suppose—just to explore how absurd the
idea is—that every correct higher explanation could indeed be replaced by some
correct lower explanation. This would in many cases require that the lower explanation describe monstrously complicated lower facts. Instead of describing a
nation as being at war, for example, it would need to describe the actions performed by each of several thousand soldiers, civilians and politicians. But human
inquirers are not able to entertain such monstrously complicated propositions, let
alone communicate such propositions to others. Thus some higher explanations
are irreplaceable—at least ‘in practice’ for human inquirers.
Much more controversial, however, is the question of whether some higher
explanations are irreplaceable even ‘in principle’.1 On the face of it, this question
seems to be a question about an idealized inquirer, one who can entertain more
complicated propositions. The question asks: do any higher explanations provide
this idealized inquirer with understanding above and beyond that provided by every lower explanation? Unfortunately, this question doesn’t specify the extent to
which one is supposed, when tackling this question, to idealize away our cognitive imperfections as humans. Exactly what propositions is an idealized inquirer
supposed to be able to entertain? As a result, there is a risk that the controversy
over in-principle replaceability will boil down to an insubstantial dispute over the
deﬁnition of an idealized inquirer.
This paper will clearly identify the substantial issues at stake in this controversy,
and will separate them from insubstantial disputes over deﬁnitions. Speciﬁcally,
it will clarify the logic of an argument at the centre of the controversy, which I
will call the ‘abstractness argument’; and it will clarify the logic of the so-called
‘disjunctive threat’ to this abstractness argument. For one thing, I will show that
the abstractness argument appeals to an ‘is lower than’ relation that admits multiple deﬁnitions. This is important because it is easier to neutralize the disjunctive
threat to the abstractness argument for some deﬁnitions of the ‘is lower than’ relation than for others, I will show. For example, I will show that the abstractness
arguments run by several philosophers fail—namely those run by Block, Fodor,
Kincaid, Kornblith, Levine, Marras, Pereboom, Putnam, Weslake and at one
stage Antony. I hope that the clariﬁcatory work of this paper will allow me to
press this criticism more clearly and forcefully than existing criticisms in the literature.
1 For example, Kim (1998, 104–05), Rosenberg (2001, 756) and Clapp (2001) say that all higher
explanations are in principle replaceable. See the citations throughout this paper for those who
disagree.
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1 The Abstractness Argument and Genuine Higher Patterns
The abstractness argument normally proceeds by example. One presents a phenomenon for which one has found (i) a relatively high explanation that is (or seems
to be) correct, and (ii) one or more relatively low explanations that are (or seem
to be) correct. Take, for example, a piece of litmus paper that turned red when
dipped into a solution. A relatively high explanation of this fact is (i) that the solution is acidic; and a relatively low explanation of this fact is (ii) that the solution
is an HCl solution. (Section 3 will discuss why one might take the latter explanation to be lower than the former.) The argument then continues as follows:2
(1) This higher explanation ‘abstracts away’ from some of the details of each of
these lower explanations. But by induction: (2) the same holds for every lower explanation that correctly explains why the phenomenon occurred, not just for the
lower explanations that were singled out in (ii) above. But (3), when correct, an
explanation that abstracts away from some of the details of another explanation
provides some understanding that the other explanation does not. It follows that
(4) this higher explanation would (if correct) provide some understanding of the
phenomenon that no lower explanation provides. (This is not to say that the lower
explanations provide no understanding at all of why the phenomenon occurred.)3
The abstractness argument then seems to continue as follows: even if one
places no restrictions on the propositions that an (ideal) inquirer can entertain, the
above argument for (4) remains sound.4 But this suggests that the fact (4)—that
some higher explanations are irreplaceable—reﬂects a feature of the wider world,
not just a feature of human cognition. Namely: such higher explanations describe genuine higher laws (Fodor 1974; Pereboom and Kornblith 1991; Kincaid
1996; Baker 2007), or at least genuine patterns amongst higher states.5 (And by
2 See

footnotes 3–6 and 16–19, excluding Potochnik and Lange.
and Pettit (1992), Kincaid (1997a), Sober (1999) and Marchionni (2008) think lower
explanations often can provide understanding of the phenomenon in question; contrast Putnam
(1973, 296–8) and Garﬁnkel (1981). In fact, they think lower explanations can provide some
understanding that the higher explanation in question does not; thus the two explanations complement each other.
4 Putnam (1973, 296), Fodor (1974, 113), Kitcher (1984), Kincaid (1997a, 89), Sawyer (2002,
540, 552), Woodward (2003, 355) and Haug (2011b, 245) make it clear that the thesis they defend
is not a ‘subjective’ one pertaining to ‘cognitive limitations’ (Haug 2011a). Similarly MacDonald
(1985, 201), Sober (1999, footnote 9) and Lange (2004, 105) defend a thesis about replaceability
‘in principle’. See also Pereboom and Kornblith (1991) and Block (1997). Note for example
Jackson and Pettit’s (1992) discussion of the movements of individual molecules in a gas. Clearly
this knowledge is only available to highly idealized inquirers; so their defence of their thesis doesn’t
rest on any claims about cognitive limitations.
5 Putnam (1973, 296–7), Garﬁnkel (1981, 91–96), Kitcher (1984), Marras (1993, 279), Antony
(1999, 16) as well as Kincaid (1986, 40–43), Kincaid (1993, 24), Kincaid (1997a) and Potochnik
3 Jackson
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‘genuine’ I just mean objectively important or privileged.) In other words, one
contends: (5) Genuine higher patterns, if they exist, would constitute an additional reason why some higher explanations are irreplaceable—additional, that
is, to reasons arising out of human cognitive limitations. And indeed the considerations in the last paragraph indicate that (6a) the higher explanation in hand
describes a genuine higher pattern; whereas (6b) none of the lower explanations
describe this higher pattern, at least not as such. (This argument can be formulated in various diﬀerent ways, depending upon how one understands ‘indicate’
here.)6
(It is useful at this point to distinguish the abstractness argument from arguments that appeal to ‘projectability’ (Fodor 1997; Antony 1999). The Projectability Argument: The concepts in higher explanations are often ‘projectible’, in that
one is warranted in inductively projecting these concepts from observed cases to
unobserved cases. And this indicates that (6a) these higher explanations describe
genuine laws. In contrast, the lower explanations that might replace these higher
explanations typically do not use projectible concepts. In this case, (6b) such lower
explanations do not describe these higher laws—at least not ‘as such’.7 And therefore (4) these higher explanations provide some understanding of the phenomenon
in question that no lower explanation provides. This projectability argument constitutes an independent argument for (4) and (6). Or at least it does insofar as
projectibility is not closely tied to abstracting away from detail; which it isn’t for
Antony (1999) (although contrast Fodor’s projectability argument as examined in
Section 6). This paper will not have anything to say about any independent arguments for (4) and (6), such as Antony’s projectability argument.)
At any rate, I will call the thesis that there are genuine higher patterns ‘inﬂationism’; and I will call its negation ‘deﬂationism’. And, to interpret the abstractness argument in terms of (1)–(6), as I did above, is to suggest that the controversy
over in-principle explanatory dispensability is most fruitfully and clearly under(2010, 69) talk of higher explanations ‘capturing’ ‘highlighting’ or ‘bringing out’ patterns.
6 The deductive formulation. It is quite easy for a pattern to constitute a genuine one: each true explanation describes a genuine pattern. And so true higher explanations describe higher patterns;
whereas less abstract lower explanations do not describe these higher patterns as such. In other
words, (2) directly entails (6). The abductive formulation. It is quite diﬃcult for a pattern to constitute
a genuine one. But, whenever a higher explanation (if correct) would provide understanding that
the ‘rival candidate explanations’ do not, this provides good evidence that the explanation is true.
Indeed, it provides good evidence that the explanation describes a genuine pattern. See for example Sturgeon (1985), Wright (1992, chap 5), LaPorte (2004, 19–20), Baker (2007, 8), and Beebee
and Sabbarton-Leary (2010, chap 1). In other words, (4) abductively supports (6). Incidentally,
one interesting feature of this ‘inference to the best explanation’ is that the higher explanation and
the ‘rival’ lower explanations here are not incompatible explanations; contrast (Lipton 1991).
7 Antony (2008) contends that higher properties are identical to lower properties. But lower
explanations fail to describe higher laws as such, because they use lower concepts.
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stood as, in fact, a metaphysical debate about the truth of inﬂationism. And this
interpretation is a fair one, I contend, because it avoids the risk of the controversy collapsing into a trivial dispute over the deﬁnition of an idealized inquirer.
This is not to deny, however, that there are also interesting epistemic questions
about the various ways in which our human understanding of the world is limited
(McGinn 1991). Nor is it to deny that there are alternative ways of understanding
in-principle dispensability that will be appropriate for other philosophical contexts
(Bedau 2010; Silberstein 2012).
The reason I introduce the terms ‘deﬂationism’ and ‘inﬂationism’, rather than
sticking with the more familiar ‘reductionism’ and ‘anti reductionism’, is because
the latter terms are ambiguous (Silberstein 2012). Often ‘reductionism’ and ‘anti
reductionism’ are intended as theses concerning in-principle explanatory replaceability and irreplaceability.8 And, on such occasions, I read ‘reductionism’ as deﬂationism about higher patterns, and ‘anti reductionism’ as inﬂationism—for the
reasons I’ve just given. But on other occasions ‘reductionism’ means the thesis (a)
that there are ‘bridge laws’ between higher theories and lower theories; or (b) that
lower laws or facts not only ‘ﬁx’ the higher laws and facts, but also ‘ground’ them
metaphysically or explanatorily (Correia and Schnieder 2012); or even (c) that
each higher property or causal power or kind is identical to some lower property
or causal power or kind. The problem is that some philosophers are reductionist
in senses a b or c, but are nevertheless inﬂationists about higher patterns. For example, Antony (2003, 14), Sober (1984, 1999) and perhaps McGinn (1991) think
that some higher patterns are genuine; but that nevertheless all higher patterns are
in a sense grounded in lower patterns. In other words, they think that the genuineness of a higher pattern consists in something other than it being a brute pattern,
ungrounded in lower patterns. Indeed, Antony and Sober think that a description
of a higher pattern can be explanatorily irreplaceable in principle, despite the fact
that the higher pattern itself can be explained by lower facts. Therefore, to allow
room for such hybrid positions, I prefer ‘deﬂationism’ and ‘inﬂationism’ to the
ambiguous terms ‘reductionism’ and ‘anti reductionism’.

2 The Disjunctive Threat to the Abstractness Argument
There are many concerns one might have regarding the abstractness argument.
(I am suspicious, for example, of the move from premise four to premise six.) This
paper will limit itself, however, to examining the inductive step between premise
8 Indeed

this is the original meaning of the terms. See Oppenheim and Putnam (1958),
Garﬁnkel (1981, 15,44), MacDonald (1985, 202), Marras (1993), Kincaid (1997b, e.g. 3), Antony
(1999, 18) and Sober (1999).
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one and premise two. Both premise one and premise two say that a given higher
explanation abstracts away from some lower explanations. But premise one concerns only those lower explanations that have been explicitly singled out for illustration; whereas premise two concerns each and every lower explanation of
the phenomenon in question. The latter include lower explanations that are very
complicated, or that are otherwise obscured or hidden. This section will describe
the ‘disjunctive threat’ to this inductive step. By analyzing the disjunctive threat
more thoroughly than existing treatments, this section will show that there are
exactly ﬁve ways in which one might try to neutralize it.
Here goes. Suppose : the lower states of an entity ‘ﬁx’ its higher states.
To be precise, suppose that it’s possible for some entity to be simultaneously in
higher state H (being an acidic solution) and in lower state L (being an HCl solution). Then  says it’s absolutely necessary that, if any entity is in lower
state L, then it is also in higher state H . A few comments. (1) Throughout this
paper, when I talk of ‘states’ I will mean general state types (being an acidic solution) rather than particular state tokens (by next week this wine will be an acidic
solution). (2) By saying that p is ‘absolutely necessary’ I mean that if p were not the
case, it would be absurd. In other words, ‘the necessary is that whose negation
counterfactually implies a contradiction’ (Williamson 2007, 157).
But it follows from the above, everyone recognizes, that each higher state is
‘Kim-parallel’ to some lower state, or to some ‘compound’ thereof. To illustrate
this, take again the state of being an HCl solution, and grant that it’s absolutely
necessary that any entity in this lower state will be an acidic solution; if only for
the sake of illustration. Now consider a second lower state type for which this is
also true, for example: the state of being an H2 SO4 solution. Indeed consider
a third lower state type—and so on perhaps to inﬁnity—until one has explicitly
numbered all the (possible) lower state types for which it’s absolutely necessary
that an entity in that state is an acidic solution. Now deﬁne state S as the state of
being either in the ﬁrst lower state (HCl) or in the second (H2 SO4 ) or in the third,
and so on. So, necessarily, an entity is in state S if and only if it is one of these
lower states. (I will say that this deﬁnition uses the above disjunction to deﬁne S
as a ‘compound’ of these other states.) It follows that it’s absolutely necessary that
any given entity is an acidic solution if and only if it’s in state S.9
This is what I mean by saying that the state of being an acidic solution is Kimparallel (K-parallel) to S : it is absolutely impossible for something to be in the one
state, without it also being in the other; and vice versa. (I should emphasise that
there is no assumption here that state S constitutes a genuine property.)
Now suppose : an idealized inquirer can grasp inﬁnitely long disjunctions of concepts. Therefore she can grasp a concept S ‘being either in the ﬁrst
9 See

Kim (1984, 169–70), Bacon (1986) and Kim (1991, 151).
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lower state (HCl) or the second (H2 SO4 ) or the third, and so on’; where these
states are explicitly named as above. In other words, concept S is K-parallel to
the concept of being an acidic solution. As a consequence, an idealized inquirer
can take any explanation that uses relatively high concepts (being an acidic solution) and replace each of these concepts with the K-parallel concept (S). This
generates what I will call a K-parallel explanation.
Finally, suppose : concepts that are grasped in an explicitly disjunctive
form are really composed of several concepts in combination. Concept S, for
example, is really composed of a concept that refers to lower state one (HCl) and
a second concept that refers to lower state two (H2 SO4 ), and so on; as above.
And suppose also : any explanation that refers only to lower states counts
as a lower explanation. It follows that K-parallel explanations are lower than the
explanations out of which they are constructed.
(However, what if we suppose instead that  is false? That is to say, concept S is instead a single concept that refers to compound state S. Let’s suppose
, however: any compound of lower states is itself a lower state. So S is a
lower state. It follows again, given , that K-parallel explanations are indeed
lower.)
Let’s take stock: if (a)  holds, and if (b)  holds, and if (c) either
 or  holds, and if (d)  holds, then for each higher explanation
there will be a lower K-parallel explanation.
This raises an important worry: why think that what holds for typical lower explanations will also hold for these lower K-parallel explanations? Therefore, why
trust the inductive inference in the abstractness argument: the singled-out lower
explanations are less abstract than the higher explanation in question, therefore all
lower explanations—including lower K-parallel explanations—are less abstract
than it. This is the ‘disjunctive threat’ to the abstractness argument.
This section has shown that there are exactly ﬁve ways to neutralize the threat:
(A) deny that  holds; (B) deny that  holds; (C) both deny that 
holds and deny that  holds; (D) deny that  holds; or (E) show
explicitly that K-parallel explanations are less abstract than the higher explanations out of which they are constructed. (It is important to note that the disjunctive threat, as I’ve characterized it, has a modest aim: it seeks to undermine the
abstractness argument for inﬂationism. It doesn’t itself constitute a positive argument for deﬂationism. Nor does it pose a threat to Antony’s projectability argument, for example. So, although one might attempt to recast the disjunctive
threat in more wide-reaching terms, this may expose it to further objections, in
addition to A–E.)
Response A (the rejection of ) can be quickly dismissed. This response
insists that there are restrictions on what an idealized inquirer can do. But any
7

inﬂationist who insists on such restrictions would thereby trivialize the debate over
‘in principle’ explanatory dispensability—making it an insubstantial dispute over
the deﬁnition of an idealized inquirer (Section 1). More importantly, such a restriction would make it diﬃcult for inﬂationists to draw any substantive metaphysical conclusions—in particular inﬂationism about higher patterns—from the fact
that a higher explanation cannot be replaced by any lower explanation (Section
1). Perhaps for these reasons, few inﬂationists deny , even in light of the
disjunctive threat; and many explicitly accept it.10
Response B (reject ) is more promising. This response says that some
higher states aren’t ﬁxed by lower states. One might, for example, endorse 
only as a claim about nomic necessity—the necessity associated with the laws of
nature—not absolute necessity. But this would be tantamount to rejecting the
mainstream inﬂationist position, in favour of a more ‘emergentist’ inﬂationism.11
Indeed, of the inﬂationists who endorse the abstractness argument, very few explicitly deny  as a claim about absolute necessity, even in light of the disjunctive threat.12 So any inﬂationist who wants to endorse response B should, at
least, be more upfront about it. For this reason, I won’t examine this response
further.
With response A to the disjunctive threat dismissed, and response B set aside,
the rest of the paper will examine the prospects for responses C, D and E. Section
3 identiﬁes four rough ways to deﬁne the distinction between higher and lower
states, and sharpens them up. On this basis, it shows how the viability of response
C depends upon which deﬁnition of the ‘is lower than’ relation one has in mind
here. Section 4 draws four corresponding distinctions between higher explanations
and lower explanations. And it examines response D in light of this. Section
5 clariﬁes the abstractness argument further by examining various conceptions
of abstractness. On this basis, Section 6 argues that response E fails. Section 7
concludes.

3 Higher and Lower States
What do philosophers mean when they say that a given state is ‘lower than’ another? Take, for example, the state A of being an acidic solution. Some take this
10 See

Kincaid (1986, 38), Kincaid (1993, 23), Weslake (2010, 287-89) and especially Kincaid
(1997a, 72–74) for an explicit endorsement. It’s also very clear that Fodor (1974, 1997), Pereboom
and Kornblith (1991), Block (1997), and Antony (1999) endorse  too. Refer also to Section
6 and to footnote 4.
11 See Van Cleve (1990, 222), Chalmers (2006) and Noordhof (2010, 71–73) for this characterization of the mainstream position and of emergentism; and Silberstein (2012) for complications.
12 See all the inﬂationists cited in Sections 1, 6 and the present section.
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state to be essentially dispositional: necessarily, acidic solutions tend to cause alkalis to react, litmus paper to turn red, and so on. (More rigorously: necessarily,
solutions in state A are in some state X that tends to cause alkalis to react, litmus
paper to turn red, and so on.)13 Thus the state of being acidic is necessarily associated with the above ‘causal role’. Contrast this state with those states that ‘occupy’
this causal role, for example the state of being an HCl solution.14 In virtue of this,
some would count the state of being an HCl solution as lower than the state of
being an acidic solution.15 In other words, the ‘is lower than’ relation is sometimes
explicitly deﬁned as the ‘occupies the role of ’ relation; especially by philosophers
of mind.
But other philosophers do not give the ‘is lower than’ relation a rigorous deﬁnition. Indeed, the literatures in general philosophy of science, and the philosophy
of biology, economics and the social sciences gesture towards three alternative
ways of deﬁning this relation in addition to the deﬁnition above, I suggest. And
some philosophers fail to appreciate that the other philosophers whom they cite,
and with whom they engage, understand this relation diﬀerently from how they
themselves understand this relation.16
Alternative One: Speciﬁcity. One might imagine that it’s absolutely impossible (in
the sense given in Section 2) for an HCl solution to fail to be an acidic solution;
but not vice versa. Thus the former state is, in this sense, more ‘speciﬁc’ than the
latter. Or one might think, at least, that the laws of nature entail that if an entity
is an HCl solution, then it is also an acidic solution; but not vice versa. Thus the
former state is more speciﬁc than the latter, in a ‘nomic’ sense. In virtue of this,
some philosophers seem to count the former state as lower than the latter. In other
words, the ‘is lower than’ relation is taken to be either the ‘is absolutely more speciﬁc than’ relation or the ‘is nomically more speciﬁc than’ relation. Although this
deﬁnition is usually endorsed only implicitly (Teller 1984; Sober 1999; Strevens
2008), on rare occasions it is made more explicit:17
In the case of simple event explanations at diﬀerent levels, the values of the
high-level variable will be coarser than those of the low-level variable. . . .
Such is the relationship between cause variables cited in the following two
13 Note

that this leaves open the question of whether X = A; in constast to X = ‘being an HCl
solution’, for example.
14 See Lewis (1972) and Shoemaker (2007, chap 2) for the ‘lower order’ and the ‘subset’ accounts
of role occupation respectively.
15 See Lewis (1972), Fodor (1974), Shapiro (2000), Shoemaker (2007), and Haug (2011a).
16 See the footnotes throughout this section. For example, Weslake (2010, 274) and Lange (2004,
105) each assume that Jackson and Pettit (1992) adopt the same understanding of the relation as
they do. But this is probably false; see Section 4 for Lange, and footnotes in the present section
for Weslake, Jackson and Pettit.
17 This is also Jackson and Pettit’s (1992, 6–7) oﬃcial deﬁnition; although they don’t always stick
to it (see following footnotes).
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explanations of a crash: First, a low-level explanation appealed to a binary
variable, one of whose values was the exact speed of the car as it turned a
bend, 50 mph, and another value representing some speed at which the car
would not have crashed, such as 20 mph. Second, a high-level explanation
appealed to another binary variable, with one value corresponding to the
car’s speed exceeding 30 mph and the other value corresponding to the car
not exceeding this speed. (Franklin-Hall forthcoming, §3)

Some comments. (1) The ‘is more speciﬁc than’ relation and the ‘occupies the role
of ’ relation will not issue in anything close to a total ordering of states from lower to
higher.18 Thus these relations do not partition the class of states into discrete levels.
(2) The latter relation only applies when the higher state is essentially dispositional.
But the former relation also applies to states that are associated with a particular
causal role only contingently. So the former relation may come apart from the
latter; see also Haug (2011a).
Alternative Two: The Microscopic. Consider the state of being ionized. This state
can be instantiated by relatively small entities, such as an H+ particle. And it is
an intrinsic state of such entities. Contrast this with the state of being an acidic
solution, which can be instantiated by larger entities only—by a body of liquid, for
example. Also contrast the state of being ionized with the state of being the fastest
moving ion in a solution, which is not an intrinsic state of any relatively small entity.
On this basis, let’s call the state of being ionized a more ‘microscopic’ state than
these other two states. In virtue of this, some philosophers seem to count the state
of being ionized as lower than both these states. Thus the ‘is lower than’ relation
is taken to be something like my ‘is more microscopic than’ relation. Although
this deﬁnition is usually endorsed implicitly, on rare occasions it is made more
explicit:19
The explanations in Garﬁnkel’s rabbit example are formulated at lower and
higher levels in the sense that one deals with an individual and the other with
a population of individuals. In general, a lower-level explanation cites properties of objects that stand in a part–whole relationship to objects referenced
in the competing higher-level explanation. (Potochnik 2010, 64)
[HCl] < [Acid]; and [Acid] ≤ [150J Mean Kinetic Energy];
and [150J Mean Kinetic Energy] < [Hot]. (Read < as ‘is lower than’ and ≤ as ‘is not higher than’.)
Suppose for reductio that < constituted a total ordering. It would follow that [HCl] < [Hot]. But
[HCl] is not lower than [Hot], on either of these two deﬁnitions. So we have a contradiction. So
< is not a total ordering.
19 Zahle (2003) and Marchionni (2008, 316) explicitly endorse something roughly like this; although they don’t discuss details involving intrinsic states and binary relations. And Weslake (2010,
287) is implicitly committed to something like this, even though it sometimes looks as if he has the
‘is more speciﬁc than’ relation in mind instead. Garﬁnkel (1981) and Ylikoski (2011) may perhaps
have a hybrid of the ‘is more speciﬁc than’ and ‘is more microscopically structured than’ relation
in mind. It’s unclear. At points Jackson and Pettit (1992) seem to adopt such a hybrid, although
this is not their oﬃcial view (see footnotes above).
18 On these two deﬁnitions we have:
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Some comments: (1) I’ve used the ‘is smaller than’ relation between entities as
a basis for deﬁning the ‘is more microscopic than’ relation between states. An
alternative is to instead use the ‘is a part of ’ relation between entities.20 (2) Another
alternative is to replace the intrinsicality restriction with the restriction that the
state constitute a genuine property. (3) This deﬁnition applies only to unary states.
But what about binary states, such as the state of x exerting an intermolecular van
der Waals force on y ? I count this state as relatively microscopic. This is in virtue
of the fact that it can be instantiated by a pair of relatively small entities, namely
molecules; and the fact that is an intrinsic state of the pair.21
Alternative Three: Microscopic Structure. The state of being an HCl solution is the
state of containing a high number of H+ and Cl− ions amongst a high number of
H2 O molecules, where the intermolecular bonds are of moderate strength. Since
this state cannot be instantiated by any relatively small entity (a molecule) it doesn’t
count as a relatively microscopic state. It is, however, a state of ‘being such that’
some relatively small entities (molecular parts of the solution) or pairs thereof instantiate a particular ‘permutation’ of microscopic states, unary or binary. Contrast this with the state of being an acidic solution, which some philosophers suppose is not such a state.22 I will assume for the moment that this supposition is
correct, just for the sake of illustration. On this basis, let’s say that the state of
being an HCl solution is ‘more microscopically structured ’ than the state of being
an acidic solution. In virtue of this, some seem to count the state of being an HCl
solution as lower than the state of being an acidic solution. Thus the literature gestures towards deﬁning the ‘is lower than’ relation as something like my ‘is more
microscopically structured’ relation. Kim (1998, 82) is more explicit on this point
when he talks of:
micro-based (or microstructural) properties, properties of a whole that are
characterized in terms of its microstructure.

A few clariﬁcatory comments. (1) The state of ‘being either an HCl solution or
an NaCl solution’ is a microscopically structured state. But note that this state is
not speciﬁc enough to ﬁx whether or not an entity is acidic. Thus, when deﬁning
the ‘is lower than’ relation as the ‘is more microscopically structured’ relation, one
needs to modify . Namely: for each higher state, there is some ‘partition’ of
lower states, each of which ﬁxes whether or not the higher state in question obtains.23 (2) By ‘permutation’ I mean a Boolean permutation, such as conjunction
20 See

Potochnik and McGill (2012) for some potential shortcomings of this approach.
Weatherson and Marshall (2014, §1.3) on intrinsic binary relations.
22 For example, Prior, Pargetter, and Jackson (1982) claim that essentially dispositional
states—such as the state of being acidic—are distinct from the microscopically structured properties in which they are grounded.
23 By ‘partition’ I mean that a collection of states for which: necessarily, the entity in question
will be in exactly one of the states in the collection.
21 See
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or disjunction for example (Baker 1993, 81). (3) I have deﬁned permutations as
Boolean permutations of unary and binary states; but not of tertiary or quaternary states or the like. Otherwise some philosophers may worry that for their
purposes it’s too easy for states to count as microscopically structured. (4) I do not
place any spatio-temporal restrictions on permutations (Noordhof 2010, 72). So
the state of ‘being the most concentrated HCl solution ever’, for example, counts
as a microscopically structured state, albeit a highly extrinsic one. It’s the state
of being such that no other solution anywhere—past, present or future—contains
a greater ratio of H+ and Cl− ions to H2 O molecules. (5) Accordingly, 
becomes equivalent to: no diﬀerence in a higher state of a given entity, without
a diﬀerence in the microscopic states, unary or binary, of some entity somewhere in
the world, at some point in the past, present or future (see Section 2).
(6) One might think, contrary to what I supposed above, that the state of being
acidic is as microscopically structured as the state of being an HCl solution (Mumford 1998). So the ‘is more microscopically structured’ relation may well come
apart from the ‘occupies the role of ’ relation. (7) ‘Being an HCl solution’ and
‘being an acidic solution’ are states instantiated by entities of the same size (bodies of liquid). So neither of these two states is more microscopic than the other.
This fact illustrates how the occupant–role, speciﬁc–general, and ‘micro structured’–‘macro structured’ relations come apart from the microscopic–macroscopic
relation. (8) This same fact also shows that the argument in Section 2 cannot be
run directly when ‘is lower than’ is deﬁned as ‘is more microscopic than’.24
In sum, the literature gestures towards four ‘is lower than’ relations, and these
four characterizations can be tightened up as above.
This puts us in a position to evaluate , which says that any compound of lower states counts as a lower state itself. Firstly, if several states are
each an intrinsic state of relatively small entities, then the compound of these
states will be as well. In other words, any compound of microscopic states is itself
microscopic. So, on the microscopic deﬁnition of lower states,  is true.
Secondly, any compound of Boolean permutations of microscopic states is itself
a Boolean permutation of microscopic states. In other words, any compound of
several microscopically structured states is itself a microscopically structured state.
So, on the microscopically structured deﬁnition of lower states,  is true.
Thirdly, some compounds of speciﬁc states are not themselves relatively speciﬁc.
For example, the state of being either light blue or dark blue is less speciﬁc than
the state of being light blue, and also less speciﬁc than the state of being dark blue.
Thus, on the deﬁnition of lower states as relatively speciﬁc states,  is
24 Instead

one has to procede indirectly: Section 2 provided an argument that for each macroscopic explanation there is a K-parallel explanation that only refers to microscopically structured states.
It follows immediately that for each macroscopic explanation there is a K-parallel explanation that
only refers to microscopic states.
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false (Teller 1984). Fourthly, a much longer discussion would be needed on the
question of whether  holds for the deﬁnition of lower states as occupants
of roles. The answer will depend upon controversial issues concerning causation
(List and Menzies 2009) and property identity. To sum up: is response C to the
disjunctive threat—which requires rejecting —a viable response? The
answer depends upon how one deﬁnes the ‘is lower than’ relation.

4 Levels of Explanation
Each of these four ‘is a lower state than’ relations generates a corresponding distinction between relatively high explanations of a phenomenon and relatively low
explanations thereof. To illustrate this, let’s ask: why did Alexander Litvinenko
die? For this explanandum, compare each explanans on the following list. Explanans A: Many of Litvinenko’s cells contained Polonium 210. Explanans B :
Andrey Lugovoy wanted Litvinenko dead. Explanans C : Putin adopted an institutional policy of murdering dissidents.
I will assume for illustration that explanans A refers to exactly one state, a
state that is necessarily instantiated if and only if a given entity contains Polonium
210. Similarly, explanans B refers to exactly one state, a state that is necessarily
instantiated if and only if a given entity wants Litvineko dead. (Of course, A and
B don’t refer to states only; they also refer to individual entities, such as Litvineko
and Litvineko’s cells.) But relatively small entities (cells) can contain Polonium
210, whereas only larger entities (multi-cellular organisms) can want Litvinenko
dead. So the state to which A refers is more microscopic than the state to which
B refers. But, for the sake of illustration, let’s take the ‘is lower than’ relation to
be the ‘is more microscopic than’ relation. Therefore explanans A oﬀers a lower
explanation than B, one might say.
What about B and C ? The state of wanting Litvinenko dead is an intrinsic state
of a multi-cellular organism. Or so one might suppose for illustration.25 In contrast, adopting an institutional policy of murdering dissidents is an intrinsic state
only of a larger entity, such as the Kremlin. It is not an intrinsic state of anything
organism-sized or smaller. (After all, for Putin to adopt an institutional policy,
there needs to be a large institutional apparatus to begin with.) Thus the state to
which B refers is lower than the state to which C refers. Therefore explanans B
oﬀers a lower explanation than C, one might say.
In sum, although levels of explanation are rarely rigorously deﬁned, the foregoing discussion illustrates one way of doing so in terms of states. Namely: lower
25 Read

this mental state in a suitably ‘internalist’ way. The story for ‘externalist’ mental states
will be very diﬀerent.
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explanations refer to lower states. More carefully:
(—Rigorous) Consider explanans L and explanans H. Let l denote the
states that L refers to, and h denote the states that H refers to. And let l–h
denote the states that L refers to, excluding those that H refers to. Deﬁne h–l
similarly.
(1) Suppose that there are some states in l–h that are lower than some states
in h; but that no states in l–h are higher than any states in h. Then deﬁne L
as a lower explanation than H. (2) Suppose that there are some states in h–l
that are higher than some states in l ; but that no states in h–l are lower than
any states in l. Then deﬁne L as a lower explanation than H. (3) Otherwise,
deﬁne L as not lower than H.
When deﬁning lower states as microscopic states, one may wish to add the
following restriction: lower explanations attribute states to small entities only
(cells). They may refer to large entities (Litvinenko), but only in order to refer
to their parts (Litvinenko’s cells).

 oﬀers a well-motivated deﬁnition of levels of explanation, no matter which
of the four ways of distinguishing higher states from lower states one has in mind.
Firstly, contrast the explanation ‘the solution was acidic and it had a high temperature’ with ‘the solution was an HCl solution and it had mean kinetic energy
of 150J’. The latter is paradigmatically a lower explanation. Nevertheless, being
an HCl solution is not more speciﬁc than, and does not occupy the role of, having
a high temperature. So some of the states to which this higher explanation refers
are not higher than every one of the states to which this lower explanation refers,
one might think.26 And  respects this. Secondly, (1) ensures that adding a
relatively low state to an explanation makes the explanation lower. And (2) ensures that adding a relatively high state to an explanation makes the explanation
higher. Neither clause is redundant.
Although  is implicitly presupposed by almost all inﬂationists in the debate, there is a single but noteworthy exception.27 Lange (2004) takes lower explanations to be those that invoke lower counterfactuals rather than higher counterfactuals. But he doesn’t deﬁne lower counterfactuals as those that relate lower
states to each other. Instead Lange has his own (highly intricate) account of
whether a counterfactual belongs to a lower science like fundamental physics, as
opposed to a higher science like sociology. Thus Lange is implicitly committed
26 Contrast

Marchionni (2008) who has a more restrictive deﬁnition in mind, I suspect.
deﬂationists, it should be noted, would deny . These deﬂationists say that all
explanations refer to lower states. What distinguishes higher explanations from lower ones is that
higher explanations refer to lower states by using higher concepts, they say. Note that on this view
the lower state that a given higher concept refers to will vary from semantic context to semantic
context; see Kim (1998), Heil (2003) and in some moods Lewis (1994).
27 Several
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to denying . But this point goes unnoticed in the literature. Even Lange
himself doesn’t mention it. And so the existence of response D to the disjunctive threat goes unrecognised, namely: deny  in such a way that K-parallel
explanations do not count as lower than the explanations out of which they are
constructed.
At any rate, I take the question of whether  is true to be a simple matter
of stipulation. So it suﬃces to leave the discussion here.

5 Higher Explanations as Abstract
The last section examined the diﬀerence between higher explanations and lower
explanations. The task now is to consider in what respects part of an explanation
might ‘abstract away from some of the details’ found in part of another explanation. To this end, I will draw on the work of Clarke (forthcoming), which outlines four such respects. (The reasons why some philosophers have taken each of
these varieties of abstractness to be explanatorily virtuous are complex; see Clarke
(forthcoming) for a detailed discussion.)
Suppose, for illustration, that a given piece of litmus paper turned red when
it was dipped into a solution. What explains this? Explanation H : ‘The solution
was an acidic solution. Indeed, consider all the possible types of acid, and all the
possible (non-negligible) concentrations of these acids. If any solution were of any
of these types and any of these concentrations, the litmus paper would turn red
when dipped into it.’ Explanation L: ‘The solution was an HCl solution. (Minor
variant: the solution contains a large number of H+ and Cl− ions amongst a
large number of H2 O molecules.) Indeed, consider all the possible (non-negligible)
concentrations of HCl. If any HCl solution were of any of these concentrations,
the litmus paper would turn red when dipped into it.’
In what senses, if any, might H be more or less abstract than L?
Firstly, H appeals to generalization h: ‘for all solutions x, and for all permutations λ of acid type and concentration, if the solution x were in state λ, the
litmus paper would turn red.’ But consider the class of individuals over which the
individual variable x ranges in generalization h, namely the class of all solutions.
Clarke calls this the ‘primary jurisdiction’ of generalization h. Compare this to the
generalization to which L appeals, l : ‘for all solutions x, and for all concentrations
of HCl λ, if the solution x were in state λ, the litmus paper would turn red.’ Here
the individual variable x also ranges over the class of all solutions. And, in virtue
of their having the same primary jurisdiction, some philosophers would count the
two generalizations as equally abstract, Clarke notes.
Secondly, note the class of states over which the predicate variable λ ranges in
15

generalization l, namely all concentrations of HCl. Clarke calls this the ‘secondary
jurisdiction’ of generalization l. Contrast this with the class of states over which
λ ranges in generalization h, namely all permutations of acid type and concentration. The former is a subclass of the latter. Thus h has a wider secondary
jurisdiction. In virtue of this, some philosophers would count generalization h as
more abstract than l, Clarke notes. (See Clarke (forthcoming, §6) on the relationship between a generalization’s primary and secondary jurisdictions.)
Thirdly, consider the particular factors that an explanation invokes, as opposed
to the generalizations it invokes. H for example says that the solution ‘is an acidic
solution’, whereas L says that the solution ‘is an HCl solution’. Some philosophers,
Section 3 observed, consider the latter factor to be more speciﬁc than the former,
in a nomic or even an absolute sense. The former is more nomically or absolutely
general. In virtue of this, some philosophers would count the former factor as
more abstract than the latter, Clarke notes.
Fourthly, notice that H is somewhat more syntactically simple than the minor
variant of L, which talks of a solution ‘containing a large number of H+ and Cl−
ions amongst a large number of H2 O molecules, with moderate intermolecular
forces’ whereas H talks only of a solution being ‘acidic’. Because of this, H is
somewhat easier to grasp than this variant of L: it is more ‘cognitively transparent’,
as it were. And in virtue of its relative cognitive transparency, some philosophers
would count H as abstracting somewhat away from the details of this variant of
L, Clarke notes.
In sum, I’ve sketched four respects in which philosophers have thought that
part of an explanation can abstract away from some of the details found in part
of another explanation. And in the case of H and L, it turns out, there are three
respects in which the higher explanation H abstracts away from lower explanation
L. Of course, it’s possible that the same will not be true for all pairs of higher
and lower explanations: some pairs of higher and lower explanations may not be
analogous to H and L; a point to which I now turn.28

6 The Abstractness of Lower K-Parallel Explanations
Recall response E to the disjunctive threat. This response concedes that for each
higher explanation there will be a lower K-parallel explanation, but it argues that
(-) the higher explanation in question abstracts away from some of the
details of its lower K-parallel explanation. Therefore the inductive step in the
abstractness argument survives the disjunctive threat (Section 2), it is claimed.
This section will argue that response E fails. Now, some readers will agree
28 See

also Block (1995) and Potochnik (2010) for some very diﬀerent examples.
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with me here, but will think that E ’s failure is so obvious that to argue against
E would be to argue pointlessly against a straw man. Not so. Many advocates
of the abstractness argument very clearly concede that for each higher explanation there is a lower K-parallel explanation: Block, Fodor, Haug, Kincaid, Kornblith, Levine, Marras, Pereboom, Putnam, Weslake (and at one stage Antony).29
These inﬂationists take themselves to have a substantive disagreement with deﬂationists who advocate ‘reduction via disjunction’ (Kincaid 1997a, 73), where
this ‘disjunction strategy’ (Antony and Levine 1997, 87) involves replacing higher
concepts with ‘open-ended disjunctions’ (Pereboom and Kornblith 1991) or ‘hetereogenous physical–chemical disjunctions’ (Block 1997). In other words, this
disagreement is presented as a substantive disagreement about whether lower Kparallel explanations can replace the higher explanations out of which they are
constructed—rather than an insubstantial dispute over whether K-parallel explanations count as lower, or whether K-parallel explanations are available to idealized agents.
This section will argue that - is false. No explanation abstracts away
from its lower K-parallel explanation. I will demonstrate this for each of the standard conceptions of abstractness in turn, namely those delineated in Section 5.
This is an important task, because many advocates of the abstractness argument
do not indicate clearly which of these conceptions of abstractness they have in
mind.30
Breadth of a Generalization’s Jurisdiction. Fodor (1997, 155–58) focuses on the generalizations that an explanation invokes. And he understands abstractness in
terms of the breadth of jurisdiction of these generalizations (recall Section 5). He
runs the abstractness argument accordingly, and bolsters it against the disjunctive threat by maintaining -: some explanations abstract away from
their lower K-parallel explanations.31 Working with the present interpretation of
abstractness, - becomes: some generalizations have a broader primary
(or secondary) jurisdiction than their lower K-parallel generalizations. However,
29 See the extensive citations throughout Sections 1, 2 and the present section; in particular
Fodor (1974, 1997), Kincaid (1986, 38), Kincaid (1997b, 3), Antony and Levine (1997), Antony
(1999), Weslake (2010, 287-88), Haug (2011a, 2011b) and especially Kincaid (1997a) and perhaps
also Putnam (1967, 437). Consult Pereboom and Kornblith (1991) and Block (1997), who endorse
response E themselves, and also attribute it to Putnam and Fodor.
30 Their vague idea is that higher explanations are ‘essentially involved’ in ‘capturing’ higher
patterns which appear ‘arbitrary’ and ‘heterogeneous’ from the lower ‘point of view’. This is
how Kitcher (1984), Kincaid (1986, 34), Pereboom and Kornblith (1991), and Antony and Levine
(1997, 94) express the idea.
31 Fodor argues that breadth of jurisdiction indicates ‘projectability’, which in turn indicates
lawhood. But it is clear that lawhood is tied very closely to explanation for Fodor (1997, 149). So
it is fair to interpret Fodor as running a version of the explanatory abstractness argument; as I do,
and as Sober (1999, footnote 17) does.
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every lower K-parallel generalization is generated by replacing the concepts in a
generalization with the lower K-parallel concepts. So - requires that
some concepts apply to more possible individuals (or states) than their lower Kparallel concepts. But this requirement is never met: any concept and its lower
K-parallel concept will be necessarily co-extensional; see Section 2. Therefore
- is false, on the present interpretation of abstractness as breadth of
primary or secondary jurisdiction.
Contrast my objection to Fodor’s response with Weslake’s (2010) objection to it.
Weslake contends that typical lower explanations invoke generalizations that have
a broader jurisdiction than those invoked by typical higher explanations. Think
for example of Newton’s laws in contrast with the principle of natural selection.
But this contention is not uncontroversial (Cartwright 1983; Block 1995). One
nice feature of my objection to Fodor’s response is that I remain neutral on this
issue. Thus my objection is thereby dialectically more powerful than Weslake’s.
Another dialectical strength of my argument is that it didn’t have to deny that
generalizations with broader jurisdictions provide additional understanding; in
contrast to Waters (1990, 132–36) and probably Elster (1989).
General Factors. Block (1995, §3.3), Weslake (2010) and perhaps Putnam (1967,
437) and Kincaid (1990, 63) seem to focus instead on the particular factors that
an explanation invokes, not the generalizations that it invokes.32 And they seem
to understand abstractness in terms of the absolute or nomic generality of these
factors (recall Section 5). They run the abstractness argument accordingly, and
bolster it against the disjunctive threat by maintaining -: some explanations abstract away from their lower K-parallel explanations. On the present
interpretation of abstractness, - becomes: some explanations invoke
particular factors that are more absolutely / nomically general than the factors
that their lower K-parallel explanations invoke. However, every lower K-parallel
explanation is generated by replacing the concepts in an explanation with the
lower K-parallel concepts. So - requires that some concepts are more
absolutely / nomically general than their lower K-parallel concepts. And this
in turn requires that something’s falling under a concept does not entail that it
fall under the lower K-parallel concept. But this requirement is never met: any
concept and its lower K-parallel concept will be necessarily co-extensional; see
again Section 2. Therefore - is false, on the present interpretation of
abstractness as invoking general factors rather than speciﬁc ones.
Cognitive Transparency. Marras (1993, 284) and Kincaid (1997a, 83) seem to endorse the abstractness argument with abstractness understood as cognitive transparency. And they bolster it against the disjunctive threat by maintaining : some explanations abstract away from their lower K-parallel explana32 Haug (2011a) may also interpret Fodor (1997) this way, but I’m skeptical of this interpretation.
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tions. Working with the present interpretation of abstractness as cognitive transparency, - becomes: some explanations make the knowledge that is relevant to the explanation more cognitively transparent than their lower K-parallel
explanations do.
It is important to realize however that cognitive transparency is not an absolute. Instead it’s relativized to an inquirer’s cognitive abilities. To take an example
from Clarke (forthcoming): to a layperson
√
√expression Q > W
√
√ the mathematical
counts as much more transparent than ( Q + W )( Q − W ) > 0. But to a
highly-trained mathematician, it is immediately apparent that these expressions
are mathematically equivalent. Next, recall from Section 1 that what is probative in the discussion between deﬂationists and inﬂationists is the understanding
possessed by an idealized inquirer. But to an idealized inquirer all explanations
will be equally cognitively transparent. Therefore both explanations here count
as equally abstract for present purposes. So - is false, on the present
interpretation of abstractness as cognitive transparency.
At this point, one might object to my reading of Marras and Kincaid: what
Marras and Kincaid are really claiming is that some explanations are more syntactically simple than their lower K-parallel explanations; and this syntactic simplicity provides additional understanding in itself, they contend, independent of its
beneﬁts for cognitive transparency. But this latter contention is false, I insist. Explanatory understanding depends upon precisely two things, I contend: what the
explanation in question says about the world, and how the explanation is cognitively processed. √
But consider
idealized inquirers who use the Q > W
√
√two √
expression and the ( Q + W )( Q − W ) > 0 expression in their respective explanations of some phenomenon. In this case, the two explanations say the same
things about the world: they are logically equivalent and therefore synonymous.
And the two explanations are cognitively processed with equal ease, because the
inquirers are idealized. It follows that neither explanation provides understanding
that the other does not provide. This shows that syntactic simplicity provides no
additional understanding in itself, independent of its beneﬁts for cognitive transparency.33 So the objection fails.
In summary, many inﬂationists concede that for any given higher explanation there is a lower K-parallel explanation. To neutralize the threat that this
concession poses to the abstractness argument, these inﬂationists promise to establish -: some explanations abstract away from some of the details of
their lower K-parallel explanations. But I’ve just shown that - is false,
on each of the standard conceptions of abstractness. So this response to the disjunctive threat (response E ) fails. This point has been obscured, I think, because
33 Indeed,

see Clarke (forthcoming) for criticisms of arguments that draw the opposite conclu-

sion.
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many inﬂationists run response E without precisely spelling out what they mean
by explanatory abstractness.
(More circumspectly: response E will fail unless one can ﬁnd a novel conception of abstractness, a conception that is distinct from the four conceptions I
considered in Section 5. Haug (2011a, 2011b) promises to provide such a novel
conception. Clarke (forthcoming), however, argues that Haug’s notion of abstractness fails to be suﬃciently diﬀerent from abstractness as cognitive transparency,
despite what Haug hopes.)

7 Conclusion
The aim of this paper has been to clarify the debate over ‘in principle’ explanatory irreplaceability. Section 1 showed how to ensure that this debate doesn’t
collapse into a trivial dispute over the deﬁnition of an ‘idealized agent’. Namely,
the debate is most fruitfully read as one about metaphysics: inﬂationists assert,
and deﬂationists deny, that there are genuine higher patterns or laws. Section 1
distinguished inﬂationism from other forms of ‘anti reductionism’ about higher
levels, with which inﬂationism is often conﬂated. Section 1 also spelled out the
‘abstractness argument’ for inﬂationism, as thoroughly and precisely as possible.
I noted its inductive form, its variant formulations, and its relationship to ‘projectability arguments’ for inﬂationism. Section 2 then set out a prima facie threat
to the abstractness argument—the disjunctive threat. It showed that there are
exactly ﬁve responses A B C D E available to neutralize this threat. But response
A (deny ) would trivialize the debate, and undermine the abstractness argument for inﬂationism, I argued. And Section 6 showed that response E to the
disjunctive threat fails. Response E is endorsed by Block, Fodor, Kincaid, Kornblith, Levine, Marras, Pereboom, Putnam, Weslake and at one stage Antony. It
claims that higher explanations abstract away from some of the details of their
lower K-parallel explanations. But this claim is false, I argued, at least on the
four standard conceptions of explanatory abstractness outlined in Section 5. Although Antony (1999), Clapp (2001) and others have made a similar criticism of
response E, many philosophers try to resist it, as Section 6 showed.34 I hope that
the clariﬁcatory work of this paper—especially concerning the four conceptions
of abstractness outlined in Section 5—allows one to press this criticism as thoroughly, clearly, and compellingly as possible.
In sum, responses A and E to the disjunctive threat fail, and response B (deny
) is relatively unpopular amongst inﬂationists. This leaves responses C (deny
34 See also Haug’s (2011a) criticisms of response E

of the particular factors an explanation invokes.
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with abstractness understood as the generality

 and ) and D (deny ). But Sections 3 and 4 showed that the
availability of these responses turns on how one deﬁnes lower states and lower
explanations. Therefore, the abstractness argument’s prospects are much brighter
for some deﬁnitions of lower states and lower explanations than for others. And,
although some philosophers are clear about what they mean by the ‘is lower than’
relation, many are not. Indeed, some philosophers often fail to appreciate that the
philosophers with whom they engage have a diﬀerent conception of the ‘is lower
than’ relation from their own (Section 3). Progress can only be made, therefore,
once one accepts that the abstractness argument is really an argument schema,
not a single argument.
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